A Little Confused
Posted by Tan - 2013/12/07 20:06
_____________________________________

Can you please explain this.
I have 3 calendars: Rainlendars default cal, google cal and a yearly holiday cal downloaded into google cal.
Why is it that in manager/events, some events are listed as default only, other events have 2 calendars listed like default,
google cal and other events have google cal only?
Can I choose which of these calendars get listed as the one where the event is stored?
This seems to affect the particular event when syncing with gcal cos sometimes the whole event disappers from
Rainlendar.(hope this makes sense to you).
BTW: In Manager the calendar is greyed out so I can't change it in there.
Also Rainlendar seems to reset the google sync'd events to default then sometimes the event disappears from the
google cal. Weird!
I always enter my new event into gcal then sync it to Rainlendar. Thanx in advance
============================================================================

Re: A Little Confused
Posted by Rainy - 2013/12/08 03:45
_____________________________________

It's possible to store the same event to multiple calendars. If you enable Options->Advanced->"Allow multiple calendars"
setting you can choose the calendars where the event is stored. Copying the event to another calendar will keep it in the
original calendar as well so it will be in two places.
It's not recommended to store copies of the online calendars events in other calendars (e.g. in the Default calendar). It's
possible to create duplicated entries this way or if the events get out of sync you might lose some data. You should
remove the events from the local calendar if they are stored to your Google Calendar. If you have the "Allow multiple
calendars" setting enabled you can just edit the event and remove it from the other calendar.
============================================================================
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